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Abstract 
In this paper we study nondegenerate affine immersions, as introduced by Nomizu and Pinkall, of an 
affine surface (M,V) in the 4-dimensional affine space (R*, D) . Using an existence and uniqueness 
theorem, we classify all such immersions ¢ which map the V- geodesics of M into planar curves in 
R*. These theorems generalize results previously obtained in the Riemannian, the equiaffine and the 
centroaffine case. 
Subject class: 53A15 
1 Introduction 
We consider the standard affine space R"+? equipped with its standard connection D. Let M” be a 
manifold equipped with a torsion free affine connection V and let @:(M",V) > (R"*?, D), p> 1 be an 
immersion. Following [1], we call ¢ an affine immersion if there exists a transversal p-dimensional bundle 
such that 
Dx¢.(Y) — 6.(VxY) € 9, (1) 
for all vector fields X and Y which are tangent to M™. It is immediately clear that if we equip R'+? 
with a semi-Riemannian metric and take for o the normal bundle, then nondegenerate isometric immer- 
sions provide examples of affine immersions. Also the equiaffine immersions, in the sense of Blaschke 
for hypersurfaces, and in the sense of [6], [7] or [3] for higher codimensions provide examples of affine 
immersions. 
For an affine immersion it is possible to introduce a bilinear form h, called the second fundamental 
form, which takes values in the tranversal bundle o by 
A(X, Y) = Dx¢.(Y) ~ bx (VxY) Eo, (2) 
Since V is a torsion free affine connection, h is symmetric in X and Y. Let € be a vector field which 
takes values in o. Similarly, as for isometric immersions, we can now introduce a normal connection V+ 
and Weingarten operators A by decomposing Dx€ into a tangential part and a part in the direction of 
go, 1.e. we have the Weingarten formula which states that 
Dx& = —$,(AgX) + VE. (3) 
In case there is no confusion possible we will always identify M with its image in R"+?. 
We now restrict to the special case of surfaces in R*. In case that €; and & form a local basis of the 
transversal plane o it is convenient to write: 
A(X, Y) = hi (X,Y)& + (X,Y) b. 
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In Section 2 we recall some basic facts for affine surfaces in R‘. In particular, we introduce the notion of 
nondegenerate affine surfaces by inducing a conformal structure on M. Next we assume that the images 
of all geodesic of the connection V are planar curves in R*. We will show that this naturally induces a 
1-form a and a symmetric bilinear form g on our surface. 
After that we deal with the positive definite case and the indefinite case separately in Section 3 and 4. 
In both cases, we choose a special frame, which depends on the properties of this 1-form and the symmetric 
bilinear form g. By a case by case analysis of the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci we then conclude 
each part with an existence or a non-existence result. Surfaces with planar geodesics in a 4-dimensional 
affine space have been previously in [4] and [5] for respectively the centroaffine transveral plane bundle 
and for the Burstin-Mayer, the Weise-Klingenberg and the equiaffine tranversal plane bundle. Here in 
this paper, we will not make any assumptions about the transversal plane bundle, thus generalizing the 
previous results. In an appendix we describe a method which can be used to obtain a more explicit 
description of the examples we obtained by applying the standard existence and uniqueness theorem. 
Putting the results in the different sections together then yields a classification. 
2 Preliminaries 
From now on, we will always assume that ¢ : (M?, V) > (R*, D) is an affine immersion. For convenience, 
we fix a volumeform 2 on R* given by the determinant. Then, we recall from [3] that a conformal 
structure can be introduced in the following way. Let u = {X,, X2} be a local differentiable frame on a 
neighbourhood U of a point p. Then we use the frame u to define a symmetric bilinear form on M by 
1 
GulY, Z) = 5 (LX, X2, Dy X1, Dz X2] + [X1, X2, DzX 1, Dy Xq)). 
Of course, the symmetric bilinear form G, depends on the choice of frame u. Assume that u — {X1, X2} 
and v = {Y1, Y2} are two local frames on a neighborhood U of a point p of M. Thus there exist functions 
a,b,c and d with ad — bc # 0, defined on U, such that 
Y¥; = aX, + bX, (4) 
Yo =cX,+dXo. (5) 
Then the symmetric bilinear forms G, and G, are related by 
G,(Y, Z) = (ad — bc)?G,,(Y, Z). 
Which implies that the nondegeneracy and the signature of G,, are independent of the choice of frame 
u. Therefore, we call M nondegenerate if G,, is nondegenerate. From now on, we will always assume 
that M is nondegenerate. In case that G, is definite, we call M definite, whereas otherwise we call M 
indefinite. We will then use the following choice of basis: 
Lemma 1 Let M be definite. Then there exists a local basis X, and X2 of the tangent space and a local 
basis €; and & of the transversal space o such that 
h(X1,X1) = &, 
h(X1,X2) = £2, 
h( Xe, Xe) = ~€. 
Moreover any 2 such basis {X1, X2, £1, €} and {Y1, Y2,m,n2} are related by 
Y, = r(cos 6X, + sin@Xo), 
Y2 = tr(—sin6X, + cos6Xo), 
m = 7? (cos 20€, + sin 26€), 
M2 = +r(—sin 20, + cos 20€2) 
) 
where r and @ are arbitrary local functions.
Lemma 2 Let M be indefinite. Then there exists a local basis X; and X»2 of the tangent space and a 
local basis €; and & of the transversal space o such that 
h(X1,X1) = &1, 
h(Xy, Xo) = 0, 
h(X2, X2) = &9. 
Moreover any 2 such basis {X1,X2,€1,} and {Y,, Yo,m, 2} are related by 
Y= rXy, 
Yo = sXo, 
m =77&, 
M2 = 8&2, 
where r and s are arbitrary local functions. 
Let X1, X2, &, &2 be the basis constructed in the previous lemmas. Then, we introduce shape operators 
Si and So by 
Dx&i = —S1X + VRE, 
Dx fo = —S.X + V¥bo. 
The surface M is called 
(i) affine minimal if trace S, = trace Sy = 0, 
(ii) proper affine umbilical if S; and Sz are multiples of the identity and M is not affine minimal, 
(iii) improper affine umbilical if S; and S2 both vanish. 
We now recall that the basic equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci state respectively that 
R(X, Y)Z = Any,z)X — Ancx,zyY, 
(VxA)eY = (Vy A)eX, 
R*(X,Y)E = h(X, AgY) — AY, Ac X). 
The cubic form C’ is defined by C(X,Y, Z) = (Vxh)(Y, Z) and the above equations state that the cubic 
form is symmetric in X, Y and Z. It is shown in [3] that the vanishing of C characterizes complex curves 
and products of planar curves. 
We now assume that.the image of every geodesic is always a planar curve. This is characterized in 
the following lemma: 
Lemma 3 Let ¢ : (M?,V) > R* is a nondegenerate affine immersion such that the images of the 
geodesics are planar curves in R*. Then there exists a 1-form a and a symmetric bilinear form § such 
that 
Any iV = g(v, v)v 
(Vyh)(v,v) = a(v)h(v, v), 
for any vector v. 
Proof: Let v be an arbitrary non-zero vector . Denote by y the image in R* of the V-geodesic determined 
by v. Then, we have 
7" (v) = h(v, v)
V"(v) = —An(yv)¥ + (Vyh)(v, v). 
Since it follows immediately from the previous lemmas that h(v,v) vanishes only for the null vector it 
follows that y is a planar curve if and only if
(i) Aniv,v)¥ is proportional to v, 
(ii) (Vyh)(v, v) is proportional with h(v, v). 
It follows immediately from the second equation that we can introduce a differentiable function a: TM > 
R such that (Vyh)(v,v) = a(v)h(v, v) and such that a(rv) = ra(v) for any number r and for any vector 
v. 
In order to show that a is a 1-form, we take fixed vectors v and u and variables t and s. We consider 
u(t,s) =tvt+ su, 
and write Czy, = C(z,y,z), where x,y,z are vectors. Then it follows that 
PCvvy + 3t?8Covu + 3t8? Cu + Cun = a(u(t, s))(t?h(v, v) + 2sth(v, v) + s7h(u, u). 
Looking now at a component for which h(v,v) does not vanish, it follows that we can write 
a(u(t,s)) =tfi + sfo, 
a(v(0, s)) = a(su) = sa(u) = sfo, 
a(v(t,0)) = a(tv) = ta(v) = thy. 
Consequently a(tv + su) = ta(v) + sa(u). 
To obtain the symmetric bilinear form, we first write 
An(u,v)¥ = B(u)v 
for some function 6 and define 
g(u,v) = B(u+v) — B(u) — B(v). 
It then follows as before that g is bilinear. gj 
Since (Vxh)(Y, Z)) is totally symmetric, linearisation of the second equation of the previous lemma 
yields that 
(Vxh)(Y, Z) = a(X)A(Y, Z) + a(Y)A(X, Z) + a(Z)A(X,Y). (6) 
For submanifolds satisfying the above condition, it is said that C is divisible by h. Affine hypersurfaces 
satisfying this condition were studied in [2]. 
3  Nondegenerate definite surfaces 
In this section, we will assume that M? is a definite surface in R*. Then, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4 Let X1, X2, &, € be a basis constructed as in the previous section. Then, An(v,v)¥ is a multiple 
of v for every vector v if and only if 
S1X1 =X, 
S1X2 = A2Xo, 
SoXq = EX, + 5 (A1 —_ A2)X2, 
SoXo = 5(A1 _ A2)X1 + pXoe. 
Proof: Since ; = h(X1, X1) = —h(X2, Xo), it follows immediately that we can write 
Sy X1 = Ai Xi, 
Si Xo = Ao X2.
We now write 
SX = a11X1 + 412 X2, 
SgXo = a21X1 + a22X2, 
and we take v = aX; + bX». Then it follows that 
An(v,v)¥ = A(a2—02)€,4+2ab€2(@X1 + bX2) 
= a(a® — b*)\, X1 + b(a® — b7)\p Xo + 2a*b(a11X1 + Q12X2) + 2ab?(aq1X) + a22-X2) 
= (a(a? — b”)Ay + 2a7bayy + 2ab?a21)X1 + (b(a? — b?)\y + 2a7bayo + 2ab*a22) Xo. 
It follows that this is a multiple of the vector v if and only if 
ab(a* — 67)d, + 2a7b?a11 + 2ab ay; — ab(a? — b7)A2 — 2a%bay2 — 2a7b?agq = 0. 
Since the above equation has to be valued for all values of a and b it follows that 
11 = 422 = H, 
ai2 = Qq1 = 501 — X2). 
Using the notation of the previous lemma, it follows also that 
An(y,v)¥ = (ay + 2a7by — ab” \2)X, + (—b? 2 + 2ab7 Ay + a*bd\1) Xo 
= (a*r; + 2aby — b7A2)v. 
This implies that the symmetric bilinear form g introduced in the previous section is determined by 
g(X1, X1) = Aly 
9(X1, X2) = 1, 
G( Xo, X2) = —ro. 
Since the conformal structure is definite, there always exists a basis X, and X» such that j41 vanishes. 
We now consider the following cases: 
(i) If M is affine minimal, g determines the same conformal structure. In this case we choose the function 
r such that 0(.X1, Xe, &1,€2) = 1. We still have however a rotational freedom 6. 
(ii) If M is proper affine umbilical, we have that A, = A». In this case we determine 6 by the assumption 
that 9(X1, X2) = 0 and we fix r by the assumption that OQ(X1, Xo, 6  €) = 1. 
(iii) If M is improper affine umbilical, we choose r such that (X41, Xo, &1,€) = 1 and we keep the 
rotational freedom 
(iv) If M is none of the above, we determine @ by the assumption that g(X1, X2) = 0 and we fix r by 
the assumption that Q(X, 2, &, &) = 1. 
We now take the basis constructed before and introduce local functions by 
Vx,%X1 = a1 X1 + aoXo, 
Vx, X2 = a3X1 + a4Xo, 
Vx, X2 = a5X1 + agXo, 
V x.X2 = a7X1 + agXo, 
Vx,4 = hh + dees, 
Vx, 62 = dséy + dys, 
Vx,61 = dsé1 + deéa, 
Vx,€2 = dé + dgéo.
Since in all cases 1(X,, Xo  £1, &) = 1, we have that 
Q, +a4+d, +d, =0=a5+ag+ds +dsg = (), 
Computing the Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci equations, together with the condition that C is divisible 
by h it then follows by a long but straightforward computation, which will be illustrated by an example 
in the indefinite case in the next section, that 
Lemma 5 Let ¢: (M?,V) > R* be an improper definite affine sphere whose geodesics are planar curves 
in R*. Then we have that 
a, = 7a, az = 6a5 — az, ag = 6a4 — az, ag = 745, 
dy = —4a4, dy = 2a2, dz = —2ao, d4 = —4ax,, 
ds = —4as, dg = —2az, dz = 2a, dg = —4as, 
where the functions az, a3, a4 and as satisfy the following system of differential equations: 
Xo a5) = as + a4a7, 
X1(a4) = a; + @245, 
X2(a4) = a5(a4 — az), 
X1 (a5) = a4(as — ag), 
(a5) = a5 
(a2) X2(a2) + Xi (a7) — a3 — az + 5asa7 + Sagas = 0. 
Theorem 1 There does not exist a definite affine minimal immersion od: (M?,V) — R* whose geodesics 
are planar curves in R* and which is not an improper affine sphere. 
Lemma 6 Let ¢ : (M?,V) > R‘ be a proper definite umbilical immersion whose geodesics are planar 
curves in R*. Then we have that 
ad = Tay, az = 0, a3 = 645, 
ag = 6a4, a7 = 0, ag = Tas, 
d, = —4aa, dz = 0, d3 = 0, d4 = —4az, 
ds = —4as, dg = 0, d7 = 0, dg = —4as, 
where the functions a4, as and A, satisfy the following system of differential equations: 
Xi (a4) = a? — ey, 
X2(a4) = asa, 
X1 (a5) = a4as, 
X5(a5) = az + a1; 
X4(A1) = —4a4A1, 
X2(A1) = —4a5A1 
Lemma 7 Let ¢:(M?,V) > R‘ be a definite immersion whose geodesics are planar curves in R*, which 




a, = 7Ta4, ag = 8a5 12, a3 = 3a5 Ate. , 
ag = 3a4 Butea, az = —8a, 4%, ag = 745, 
dy = —4az4, dy = 6as5 EN dz = —6as US, d4 = —4a4, 
ds = —4as, dg = 6a4 eee, d7 = —6a4 ue, dg = —4as,
where the functions a4, a5, 1 and Xz satisfy the following system of differential equations: 
  X1 (a4) = ag + §(A1 — 22) + 30g BSH, 
X9(a4) = asa4 THz, 
X1 (a5) = agas aad oa, 
Xo(a5) = az + (2A; —2)- 304 PSR, 
X1(A1) = —4a4A1, 
Xo(A1) = a5(—10A1 + 62), 
X1(A2) = a4(6A4 = 10A2), 
X2(A2) = —4a5A2 
Next we investigate what happens in each of the above cases further. First, we have the following. 
Lemma 8 Let ¢: (M?,V) > R* be an improper definite affine sphere whose geodesics are planar curves 
in R*. Then there exist an angle @ such that with respect to the new frame we have that a2 = a7 = 0. 
Proof: We take 
Y, = cos0X, + sin6Xo, 
Yo = —sinO6X; + cos@Xo. 
Then, it follows by a straightforward computation that 
Vy. V1 = (¥1(@) + a2 cos 6 — az sin 0) Yo (7) 
+ 7(cos 6a4 + sin @as)Y};, (8) 
Vy. Y2 = (—Y2(9) + sin Oa2 + cos @a7)Y; (9) 
+ 7(— sin @a4 + cos @as). (10) 
Hence the existence of the desired frame is equivalent with the existence of a function @ satisfying 
Yi (9) = a2 cos @ — az sin @, 
Y2(9) = —az sin 6 — az cos8@, 
or equivalently 
X1(9) = ae, (11) 
X2(0) = —ar. (12) 
The integrability condition of the system of differential equations given by (11) and (12) then states that 
X2(a2) + X1(a7) = (X2X1 — X1X2)6 
= [Xo, X16 
= —(a3 — a5)X1 (8) — (a4 — ag) X2(8) 
= —(5a5 — a)a2 — (5a4 — az)ar, 
which is satisfied. i 
Theorem 2 Let ¢ : (M?,V) > R* be an improper definite affine sphere whose geodesics are planar 
curves in R*. Then, by restricting to an open dense subset of M, each point has a neighborhood which is 
affine congruent to either 
1/,,2 (i) the complex paraboloid (u,v, $(u? — v?), uv),
(ii) the surface (v~®,v~®u, Su2v-6 — wv, zu) 
(iti) the surface BF ucaeay (3 (cw? —v"),cuv,u, 1). 
Proof: We take the frame constructed in the previous lemma. First, we assume that a4 = as = 0 in 
a neighborhood of the point p. In that case there exist coordinates u and v such that AL = = and 
Xo = ch, The immersion is then determined by 
Pun = &y = = Pex, 
uv = &2, 
where both and &g are constant vector fields. Integrating the above equations then yields the complex 
paraboloid. 
Next we assume that a4 = 0 and as ¥ 0 in a neighborhood of the point that we are considering. In 
that case, we have that 
[X1, X2] = 5a5.X1, 




a 2 mH 
From this we see that 
[az.X1,X2] = 5a8.X, — 5a®X, =0. 
Hence there exist coordinates u and v such that a2 X, = & and X»5 = = The function as is then a 
function depending only on the variable v and determined by 
ous = ae. (13) 
Hence, solving (13) and applying a translation of the v coordinate, if necessary, we may assume that 
a5 = —i. The immersion ¢ is then determined by the following system of differential equations. 
Guu = 0k (14) 
guy = —60 "by + 0° & (15) 
buy = —Tv "by — & (16) 
fiu =0 (17) 
fu =0 (18) 
Ey = 4& (19) 
boy = Sh (20) 
Solving first (17), (18), (19) and (20) it follows that there exist constant vectors A; and A» such that 
€, = Ajvu* and & = Agu‘. Substituting this into (14) if follows that we can write 
¢ = hu?v-®A, + C3(v)u + Ca(v), (21) 
where C3 and Cy are vector valued functions depending only on the variable v. Substituting (21) into 
(15) it then follows that 
C3(v) = —6v~'C3(v) + Agu7!. (22) 
This implies that there exist a constant vector A3 such that C3(v) = Aguv~ + 5 Ap. Finally it then follows 
from (16) that 
Cy (v) + Tv Ch(v) = — Ay.
Therefore after a translation we have that 
Ca(v) = —5 Ayv® + Agu-®, (23) 
and ¢ is congruent to an open part of the surface 
(v-®, vu, suv ° — av, Zu) (24) 
Finally we deal with the case that a, 4 0 # ds in a neighborhood of the point p. In that case, we 
have 
[X1, X9] = 0a5.X4 = 0a4X9. 
From this we see that 
[a2.X1, a3 Xo] = azaz (5a5.X1 _ 5a4X92) + Basak Xo _ 5azagX) =f). 
Hence there exist coordinates u and v such that azX, = Z. and aj X_ = £. The functions a4 and as 
are then determined by the following system of differential equations: 
Ge = aaj, (25) 
oe = asa’, (26) 
Bae = aay, (27) 
Be = a5a4. (28) 
From these equations it immediately follows that 
erat = 0, (29) 
ae = 0. (30) 
Hence there exists a non-zero constant c such that as = ca4. The equations (25), (26), (27) and (28) then 
reduce to 
Bat = al, (31) 
as = cai, (32) 
Solving the above system of differential equations it follows that if necessary after a translation of the 
coordinates, we have that 
i 
a4 = (-6c°u — Bev) 76. 
It then follows that the immersion @ is determined by the following system of differential equations: 
Guu = 12°? afd, + c'0a),, (33) 
guv = 6cajgy + 6c?a$dy + cal, , (34) 
Gov = 12caidy — af°&, (35) 
Eu = 4° af, (36) 
bau = —4c° af, (37) 
fig = —4caf€,, (38) 
xy = —Aca$ és, (39) 
Solving first (36), (37), (38) and (39) it follows that there exist constant vectors A, and A» such that aié; = A; and até, = Ag. Hence the system of differential equations reduces to 
bun = 12c?afdu + c!°a8.A;, (40) 
Ouy = 6ca$ by + 6c’ ab dy + ca’ Ao, (41) 
guy = 12cafdy — a$ Aj, (42)
6 which, since a; ° = —6c°u — 6cv, can still be rewritten as ’ 4 ) 
[(—6c?u — 6cv) duu = 9 Ad, 
[(-6c?u — 6cv) dluy = c? Ag, 
[(—6c°u — 6cv) d]yy = —A}. 
Hence it follows that there exist constant vectors A3, Aq and As such that 
10,2 
(—6c°u — 6cv)¢ = (¢ —— wy Ay + PuvA, + Agu + Agu + As.  
Thus by an affine transformation, together with a translation @ is congruent with 
(u,v) = resgseay (Glew? —v’), cur, u, 1). 
Theorem 3 Let ¢: (M?,V) > R* be a proper definite umbilical immersion whose geodesics are planar 
curves in R*. Then M is affine congruent with the immersion given by 
as 1 
o(u, v) = (ita 4a) bh UV, Uv). 
Proof: Since M is proper umbilical, we have that \, # 0. As before, we have that 
[X1, X2] = 5a5X1 — 5a,Xo, 
from which it follows that 
_5 _5 _ 







(5a5.X4 — 5a4X2) + Ay 2 Bay Xo _ Ay 2 5a5sXq = 0. 
5 2 5 
Hence there exist coordinates u and v such that A, 7X1 = a and \, 4X2 = no The functions a4, as 
and ; are then determined by the following system of differential equations: 
Be = (a5 — GA)A, 4, (43) 
Se = asaghy 4, (44) 
a8 = asagdy?, 
(45) 
Os = (a2 + EA)ALE, (46) 
Se = ~4agd; 4, | (47) 
GM = —das, t (48) 
From these equations it immediately follows that 
1 
2 rfas =0, (49) 
2 Sas =}, (50) 
gata = -2, (51) 
aya a4 = 0 (52) 
ee
 So
Hence by applying a translation of the u and v coordinates we may assume that 
1 
1,,_ \4 qv =Afas, 
i 
1,,_ \4 — gu=Aj aa, 
or equivalently 
1 
— _1,,\74 a4 = —Gur, *, 
_i 
a5 = ZvA, *. 
Consequently ; is determined as the solution of the differential equation: 
1 
OA1 _ 2,,\ 2 
Ou 3 uA, ? 
i 
OA1 _ _2,,\7 2 By = HVA, *- 
Hence 
3 
A? = $(u? — v7) +e. 
It then follows that the immersion ¢ is determined by the following system of differential equations: 
duu = —2udA, 2 4, + ra, (53) 
dg = By 2 thy teh) 26, (54) 
uy = 2A, by — A 2a, (55) 
Siu = —Aibu + 2uAT 2g, (56) 
bn, = Buds 2p, (57) 
Siu = —Aiby — 2yrr 2g, (58) 
fa = ~2y dz 26, (59) 
Solving first (36), (37), (38) and (39) it follows that there exist constant vectors A; and Ap» such that 
A761 +¢ = A; and AT €2 = Ag. Hence the system of differential equations reduces to 
3 
[A? Pl uu = Al, 
3 
[A? Plus = Ao, 
3 
[A? Ply = —Aj. 
Hence it follows that there exist constant vectors A3, Aq and As such that 
2 (5 (u? — v?) +c)o = (4 - EA, + vg + Agu + Agu + As. 
Thus by an affine transformation, together with a translation @ is congruent with 
—_— 1 
P(u, v) ~~ (fqtw)te 0b U,V, uv). 
11
Theorem 4 Consider D C R? and let a4,a5, 41,2 be a solution of 
ju (44) = p(az + § (Ar — 2d2) + 3a 4=22), 
5p (G4) = pasa se, 
Bilas) = payaso, 
5u (45) = plas + §(2A1 — Az) — Baz 2=A2), 
£(\1) = —4aapr1, 
2 (A1) = asp(—10A; + 6Aa), 
5a (A2) = a4p(6A1 — 1022), 
£ (Az) = —4as pr» 
1 
where p = Datta) with 44 + Ay FOF AL — Ag. Put X, = ‘on and X5 = = and define a connection 
(A1—Az2) 10 
on M as in Lemma 7. We also introduce h, V+ and shape operators by formulas described in Lemma 
7 Then, there exist an immersion ¢: D + R* with planar V- -geodesics. Conversely every definite 
immersion without affine umbilic or affine minimal points can be locally obtained in this way. 
Proof: It is straightforward to check that all integrability conditions are satisfied. In orde to obtain the 
converse it is sufficient to check that 
1 
Qata2)? x, (rts) 3 aX 2] = = 0, 
(A1—Azg) 10 (Ai- -),)10 
which can be done by a straightforward computation. A 
4 Nondegenerate indefinite surfaces 
In this section, we will assume that M? is a indefinite surface in R*. Then, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 9 Let X1,X2,&1,& be a basis constructed as in Section 2. Then, An(v,v)¥ 1s a multiple of v for 
every vector v if and only if 
S1X1, = Ai Xi, 
S$) Xo = BX, + Ai X2, 
SoX1 = AQ X1 + Xe, 
S_X2 = Ao X29. 
Proof: Since ; = A(X1, X1) and = —h(X2, X2), it follows immediately that we can write 
Sy X41 = Ai X1, 
SoXo = AQ X2. 
We now write 
Si Xq = a11X1 + a12 Xo, 
SoX1 = ag X1 +02X2, 
and we take v = aX, + bX. Then it follows that 
An(v,v)¥ = Aq2g,402é5 (aX, - bX2) 
= a® A,X + ba? (ay1.X1 + ai2X2) + ab? (a21.X1 + a22X2) + b?A2 Xo) 
= (a°d, +. a7? bay, + ab?a21)X1 + (b? 2 + a2bay2 + ab”az2)X>. 
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It follows that this is a multiple of the vector v if and only if 
a®b\y + a’*b?a11, + ab?az, — Bary — a®bayy — ab aco = 0. 
Since the above equation has to be valued for all values of a and b it follows that 
Q11 = 422 = pl, 
a12 = At, 
agi = AQ. 
Using the notation of the previous lemma, it follows also that 
An(u,vy0 = (@°A1 + a7 by + ab? Az) Xy + (b?Ag + ab2w + a2bAq) Xo
= (ad; + abu + b7A3)v. 
This implies that the symmetric bilinear form g introduced in the previous section is determined by 
g(X1,X1) = Ai, 
g(X1, X2) = p, 
G( Xe, X2) = Xo. 
Since the conformal structure is now indefinite, there does not need to exists a basis X 1 and X» such 
that ys vanishes. Therefore, since we have the freedum to replace both X; and X» by arbitrary multiples, 
we have to consider the following cases: 
(i) Ar =e, and Ay = €2, where €,,€) = £1, 
(ii) Ai =€, w= 1 and Az = 0, where « = +1, 
) 
) 
(iii M1 =€&, p= A2 = 0 and Q(X1, Xo, &1, &2) = 1, 
(iv) Ay = Ay = O and Q(X), X2,&,&) = 1. In this case we still have the freedom to replace 
{X1, X2,&1,€2} by {rX1, £Xe,77&, ar ba}. Here we consider still two cases. Either C vanishes 
identically, in which case the transversal plane is the equiaffine plane and hence by [5] we know that 
M is a product of two parabolas, or C does not vanish identically, in which case if necessary by 
interchanging X, and X»2, we can find a frame such that a(X,) = —3. 
Depending on which type of frame we have locally, we call M an indefinite affine surface of Type 1,2,3 
or 4. We now take the basis constructed before and introduce local functions by 
Vx,%1 =a,X,+ a2 Xo, 
V x,X2 = a3X,+ a4XoQ, 
Vx, X2 = 45X1 + ag Xo, 
Vx,X2 = a7X1 + agXo, 
Vx,61 = dies + dogo, 
Vx, €2 = d3fi + dfs, 
Vx, 61 = dsbi + defo, 
Vx,€2 = d7& + defy. 
Except in Case 1 and 2, we have that (X71, X2,&,€) = 1, which implies that 
a+a4t+d,+d, =0=a5,+ag+ds+ds = 0. 
Computing the Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci equations, together with the condition that C is divisible 
by h it then follows by a long but straightforward computation that 
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Lemma 10 Let ¢ : (M?,V) — R* be an indefinite affine surface whose geodesics are planar curves in 
R* which is of Type 1. Then we have that 
az = 0, a3 = 2a, a4 = (Ay — €21Q8), a5 = 5 (as —€1f101) ag = 2a1, a7 = 0, 
dy = 0, dy = 0, ds = 0, da = —2enpas, 
ds = —Ze.aip, dg = 0, dz = 0, dg = 0, 
where the functions a;, ag and p satisfy the following system of differential equations: 
Xi(a1) = -—$e, + Qi, 
Xo(a1) = $+ $a1(ag — e1 101), 
X1(ag) = oy 708 (4 — €2}108), 
X2(ag) = —$e2 + 43, 
Xi (pu) = — Fu (2a; + €2 11a), 
Xo(u) = —3U(2ag + €; 101). 
Theorem 5 There does not exist a indefinite affine immersion ¢: (M?,V) > R* whose geodesics are 
planar curves in R* and which is of Type 2. 
Proof: First, we deduce from the fact that C is divisible by h that 
dz = a2 = d3 = dg = dz = a7 = 0, 
d, = 2a, + 3a), 
dg = 2ag + 3a9, 
a3 = —Q2, 
ds = 2as + ao, 
dq = 2a, + a4, 
ae = —Q), 
where aj = a(X;) and az = a(X2). Next, we look at the euqations of Codazzi for the shape operators. 
These imply that 
ay = —2a1, 
QQ= —F (as + ag), 
a4 = ay “+ reas _ Fag. 
Next, we compute the equations of Gauss and Ricci. Solving for the derivatives of the unknown remaining 
functions it follows that 
X(a;) = —3e+ fan, (60) 
X2(a,) = + a1as, (61) 
X1(a5) = 7 (15 + 13a,a5 + 2lea? + ayag — 3¢€asag), (62) 
X2(a5) = $(5az — 2asag + a3), (63) 
X1(ag) = 75 (57 + 7a,a5 + 19a,ag + 2leasag — 3eaz), (64) 
X2(ag) = 3(—7az + 6asag + 5a2). (65) 
Since 
X1(X2(a5)) — X2(Xi(a5)) = (Vx, X2 — Vx, X1)as, 
it follows that 
— 3 8 
an = 57 28 _ 57 €41- 
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Checking the compatibility of the above equation with (62) and (63), it follows that a, can not vanish 
and that 
—189+8ca" — TtisyTseay 
a3 = 94a; 
Checking the compatibility of the above expression with (64) and (65) a contradiction now follows. W& 
Lemma 11 Let ¢: (M?,V) — R* be a indefinite immersion whose geodesics are planar curves in R! 
which is of Type 3. Then we have that 
a2 = 0, a3 = Sag, a4 = — $41, 
a5 = 2a, ag = 2a1, a7 = 0, 
dy = 0, do = 0, dz = 0, dy = —8ai, 
ds = 0, dg = 0, d7 = 0, dg = —3ag, 
5 
where the functions a, and ag satisfy the following system of differential equations: 
X1(a1) = —Se+ a1, 
X2(a1) = 2a as, 
X1(ag) = —$a148, 
X9(ag) = — taj. 
Lemma 12 Let ¢: (M?,V) > R* be a indefinite immersion whose geodesics are planar curves in R* 
and which is of Type 4. Then either M is a product of two parabolas or we have that a(X,) = —3/4, 
Lt = 0 and that 
a, = 3, a2 = 0, az = 2ag, a4 = F; 
a5 = 0, ag = 3, a7 = 0, 
dy = —8, dy = 0, d3 = 0, d,=-4, 
ds = —3ag, dg = 0, dz = 0, dg = —ias, 
where the function ag satisfies the following system of differential equations: 
X1(ag) = fag, 
X92 (ag) = fag. 
Theorem 6 Consider D C R® and let @4,Q5,A1,A2 be a solution of 
ju (1) = p(—ger + Fa), 
Bo (a1) = e(ZH + 541 (a3 — e101), 
Bu (as) = (GH + 3as(a1 — e2pae)), 
By (as) = p(—Fea + Fas), 
2 (u) = —$pp(2a, + €2[Uag), 
2 (n) = —pyu(2ag + e110), 
2 (p) = 4p? (a1 + e2j108), 
bo (P) = 30"(as + €1p01). 
Put X; = Be and Xy = = and define a connection on M as in Lemma 10. We also introduce h, V+ 
and shape operators by formulas described in Lemma 10. Then, there exist an immersion ¢: D + R‘ 
with planar V-geodesics. Conversely every indefinite immersion which is of Type 1 can be locally obtained 
in this way. 
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Proof: It is straightforward to check that all integrability conditions as well as the Gauss, Codazzi and 
Ricci equation are satisfied. Therefore applying the standard existence and uniqueness theorem completes 
the first part of the proof. In orde to obtain the converse we first introduce a function p by 
X1(p) = $p(ay + €2/1a8) 
Xo(p) = 3p(ag + e101) 
A function p satisfying the above system of differential equations exists if and only if 
X1(X2(log(p))) — X2(X1 (log(p))) = 3 (ag + €1saz)X (log p) — 4 (a1 + eopag) Xo (log p). 
Since the righthandside of the above equations vanishes, such a function p exists if and only if 
0 = X1(Xe(log p)) — X2(Xj (log p)) 
Since 







it follows that we can introduce coordinates u and v such that = = pX, and os = pX2. From this the 
converse follows immediately. a 
Theorem 7 Let ¢: (M?,V) — R* be a indefinite immersion whose geodesics are planar curves in R‘ 
which is of Type 3. Then, M is locally affine congruent to either 
(i) the surface Dealt (2U"s su", u, 1), 
2 5 
(it) the surface eV2u(Ly? a, 1, e V3", 
(iit) the surface (cosh(Jgu)~? (307, v, 1, (sinh(su))), 
(iv) the surface (sinh(Jzu)~?(5v?, v, 1, (cosh(Zu))), 
(v) the surface (cos(Jsu)~?(5v?, v, 1, (sin(su))). 
Proof: We again consider two cases. First, we assume that ag # 0 in a neighborhood of the point p. 
Then, it follows that 
lag? Xi, az’ Xo] a ag! (2agX1 — §a, X2) + fasta, Xo = 2a, 7X, = 0. (66) 
Therefore there exist coordinates u and v such that = = ay 3X, and S = fig 7X. Then, the functions 
a, and ag are determined by 
Ba = Ag (—Fe + Fah), (67) 
ae. = 2a,a5°, (68) 
we = — 9015”, (69) 
Ge = 50g (70) 
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From (67) upto (70) it then follows that 
ju (4ga1) = —$e, 
$y (aga1) = 
Hence by applying a translation of the u coordinate we may assume that aay = — eu. The equations 
(67) up to (70) then reduce to the following system of differential equations for as: 
Zag = ZEUag”, 
a, —_1 
By 28 = — 5 ag 3 
Solving the above yields that up to a translation of the v-coordinate we have that 
6 6_ 1.42 _ 6 dg = 5€U" — BU. 
It then follows that the immersion ¢ is determined by the following system of differential equations: 
duu = $105 bu + 45 °& (71) 
guy = Bag bu + Zarag* dy (72) 
doy = Zaz %dy + az 46 (73) 
Siu = —€bu (74) 
bou = — 90103 Es (75) 
Eiu = —€by (76) 
fay = — Bag °b2 (77) 
Solving first (74), (75), (76) and (77) it follows that there exist constant vectors A, and A» such that 
£; +e¢ = A; and asf = A>. Hence the system of differential equations reduces to 
(8 )an = Pedy — e+ As + ep + 2a = An 
(a3d)uv = £¢u — eudby + uedy — 84, =0, 
(ag@)vy = Ao. 
Integrating the above expression, we get that ¢ is congruent with 
(jeu? — $u)p = du? A, + du? Ay + Agu + Agu + As. 
Hence by applying an affine transformation ¢ is congruent with 
Tata By (2 *, 307, u, 1). (peut 
Next, we consider the case that ag = 0 on a neighborhood of the point p. In that case, we have that 
[X1, X2] = —fa X, 
and we see that the integrability conditions for 
X1(p) — cap, 
X2(p) = 0, 
are satisfied. Consequently there exist coordinates u and v such that g, = Xi and s = pXz. It also 
follows from the above that p and a; only depend on the variable u and 2 are determined as solutions of 
ge = tarp, 
0a, _ 1,2 
ou —3e+ 34). 
Remark that if necessary by replacing X; with —X,, we may assume that a, is nonnegative. Therefore, 




(i) ay = -& and p = e3v2", 
7 
ii =— — 3 v2 = t14,)\-3 (ii) ay = V8 can and p = (cosh(su)) 3 , 
1 
_ _ __g_ cosh( Fu) 7 ee 1 _7 
(iii) ay = V8 sini gu) and p = (sinh(;u)) 3 | 
1 . sin(—=u) _7 
(iv) a, = FB one and p = (cos(Jsu)) 3, 
where in the first 3 Cases we have € = 1 and in the last case, we have that « = —1. We then see that in 
all four cases the immersion ¢ is determined by the following system of differential equations: 
Puu = abut &, (78) 
buy = Faby, (79) 
buy = pba, (80) 
fiu = —€bu, (81) 
fou = — Sark, (82) 
iv = —€oy, (83) 
fay = 0. (84) 
Solving first (81), (82), (83) and (84) it follows that there exist constant vectors A; and Ag such that 8 
1 + ed = A; and p7& = Ao. Hence the system of differential equations reduces to 
duu = au —ep+ Aj, 
(0-7 b)uv =0, 
(0-7 bv» = Ap. 
Replacing @ by ¢—«€A, in the above system we deduce that by a translation we may assume that A, = 0. 
Solving the above system of differential equations, it follows that 
> 6 6 6 
o= 5 Agu p? + Azup7 + p7C(u), 
where C is a solution of 
C"(u) + 3aiC"(u) = 0. 
Thus 3 
C"(u) = Agp 7. 
Looking at the different cases, we obtain either 
D'(u) = Age V2, 
D'(u) = Aa(cosh( zu), 
D'(u) = Aq(sinh( zu), 
D'(u) = Aq(cos( zu) 
Thus M is affine equivalent with either 
a 
eVu(to?,u,1,e v2"), 
(cosh(zu)~*(50", v, 1, (sinh(-:u))), 
v2 
(sinh(Jgu)*(40®,v, 1, (cosh(J5u))), 
(cos(gu)~*(5v”, v,1, (sin(J5u)).) 
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Theorem 8 Let ¢: (M?,V) > R* be a indefinite immersion whose geodesics are planar curves in R* 
and which is of Type 4. Then M is locally affine congruent to either 
(t) a product of two parabolas, 
. 2 
(it) the surface ($i rent sigue      
3 3 
(itt) the surface ¢(u,v) = (e4" =, e4%v, e 
3. 3 
a 64%), 
Proof: We have that [X1, Xo] = Sag Xj — 5X9. First we consider the case that ag # 0 in a neighborhood 
of the point p. We have that 
[ag X1,aZX-] = a3(2agX1 — 5X2) + 2a3(4ag)X2 — 3a5(Fa3)-X1 
= 0. 




















Solving the above system, we find after a translation in the u or v coordinate that 
ag” = F(ut+v). 
The immersion ¢ is then determined by 
guu = 2a3bu + a8&, (85) 
dur = {0zbu + 2a3dy, (86) 
Pov = Fgh + ago, (87) 
by = — Sager, (88) 
boy = —jagea, (89) 
fy = — 30381, (90) 
bon = — Gagee. (91) 
Solving first (88), (89), (90) and (91) it follows that there exist constant vectors A, and A» such that 
age = A; and ag€2 = Ao. Hence the system of differential equations reduces to 
(ag °)uu = Aj, 
(a5 °¢) uv = 0, 
(ag °)uv = Ae. 
Hence integrating yields 
~2(u + v)o = sAyu? + 5 Agu? + A3u + Agu + As. 
Hence by an affine transformation and translation, we get that @ is congruent with 
2 2 
(u,v) = ($55 ato? 4). 
     
Finally, we consider the case that ag = 0 on a neighborhood of the point p. In that case [X1, Xq] = —iX> and it is straightforward to check that there exists a function p such that Xi(p) = ip and X2(p) = 0. Then, we have that 
[X1, pX2] = —$pX2+1pX, =0, 
and hence there exist coordinates u and v such that = = X, and a = pX2. The function p is then 
determined by 
Op _ ji 
du — 2P 
Op 
Ov 
1 Solving the above system, we find that we can take p=e2". The immersion ¢ is then determined by 
bua = 2but+ &, . (92) 
bur = 3dr, (93) 
Puv = e“ba, (94) 
fu = —2&, (95) 
fou = —FE2, (96) 
Eiy = 0, (97) 
fay = 0. (98) 
Solving first (95), (96), (97) and (98) it follows that there exist constant vectors A; and A» such that 3 1 
e4"E, = Aj and e4"f5 = Ao. Thus 
3 3 
(u,v) = e4"A™ + e4" Agu + Cy (u), 
where C} satisfies 
3 
Cy (u) = $Ci(u) + Aye7 4%. 
Therefore after applying a translation and an affine transformation, we see that, 
3,2 3 3 3 
d(u,v) = (e4"o e4%v,e 4%, 64%), 
5 Appendix 
In the previous sections, two classes were described only by applying an existence and uniqueness theorem. 
Remark that if necessary by complexifying everything, the positive definite case can be treated similarly 
to the indefinite case. For that reason, we will restrict ourselves here to the indefinite case and more in 
particular to the class of examples described in Theorem 6. First, we show how the system of differential 
equations for the functions p, yw, a, and ag can be solved. For this purpose, we introduce two new 
functions f and g by 
f=’, 
g = up”. 
It then follows that 
gf = —2p' pa, 
(99) 
gh = —2p’ pag, 
(100) 
ga = 5p” pends, (101) 
Be = GH pea. (102) 
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Consequently, we have that 
Of _ _9,. 99 
ou 2€1 55> 
Of _ _9,, 99 
ov 26255 
2 2 
Consequently €, om = en FF. 
Now we consider two cases. First, we assume that €1 = €g = €. In that case it follows from the above 
equation that we can write 
f(u,v) =ai(u+v) +ae(u—v), 
g(u,v) = —Be(aa(u + v) — a2(u—»)). 
We then see from (99) and (100) that 
= 3 Silute) to (u—v) 
pa, — 3€ oi (atv) —an(u=o) 
_ a4 (u+v)—a5(u—v) 
Hpag = sen (u+v)—a2(u—v) 
Computing now the derivatives with respect to u and v of the above expressions and expressing everything 
again in terms of a; and ag, it follows that as functions of 1 variable t the functions Q, and a are 
determined by 
1) 5€0;(t)? + Clay + Ce 
(a5(t))? = Fea2(t)® + Crag + Cy 
Both of the integrals can be solved in terms of elliptic functions. 
In the case that € # €2, if necessary by interchanging X, and X2, we may assume that €; = 1 and 
€2 = —1. We then proceed as follows. The differential equations then imply that 
gat = &(-2g), 
of =-£(-29). 
Consequently the function f — 2ig satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Hence ¢ = f — 2ig is a 
holomorphic function in the variable z = u + iv. It then follows straightforwardly that 
° -O 806 
Mpa, = a3 ( 58 + sf). 
Deriving now the above equation with respect to u and v we deduce that @ is a solution of 
(22)? =-i¢g?+ 5Cib + Co, 
where C and C2 are real numbers, which can be solved in terms of elliptic functions. 
Now we look at the system of equations determining the immersion ¢. It follows immediately that 
(ad+&)u =0, (103) 
(cob + €2)y = 0, (104) 
(ere + &1)o = —Hbu — Fai piers, (105) 
(e206 + €2)u = —pby — Fagpper€s. (106) 
It now follows from (103) and (104) that there exist curves (1, depending only on v, and (2, depending 
only on u such that 
Ai(v) =ad+& 
Bo(u) = €26 + &. 
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Introducing now i = f¢ it follows from (105) and (106) that 
bu = —£6i(v) — FeraipfAr(v), (107) 
thy = —£85(u) — Zeragpf Bo(u). (108) 
Computing hten y,,, on the one hand using the above equations, and on the other hand using that 
guy = p($asbu + 2a1¢,), it follows that 
fb = = 381 (v) + ZarerupBy(v) + 1p? p74; (v), 
fo = = $03 (u) + Zageoupfs(u) + e229? Bo(u). 
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